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II. SUMMARY OF EXPERT CONCLUSIONS 

 12. An overview of past reapportionment efforts encompassing the 1990, 2000, and 2010 

cycles shows these consistently produced maps that rejected multiple majority-minority (M/M) 

district plans. This provoked dissension from black elected officials involved in the process 

about whether these were necessary or constitutional, whether such plans less faithfully followed 

traditional principles of redistricting compared to the single M/M plans enacted in their stead, 

whether written by the courts or legislatively enacted and granted preclearance by the U.S. 

Department of Justice (DOJ), in an era where statewide black population remained essentially 

static and where the proportion of M/M districts of the whole increased over the two decades. 

 13. The 2020 cycle, following reapportionment principles approved by the Legislature, 

produced a single M/M plan and rejected attempts at multiple M/M maps, an outcome similar to 

the two most recent cycles. Unlike the previous cycles, no black elected officials questioned the 

necessity of a multiple M/M map. 

 14. Plaintiffs’ challenge to the enacted map contains alternatives of multiple M/M plans 

that they allege do a better job of meeting principles of reapportionment adopted by the 

Louisiana Legislature, or following judicial guidelines. However, by several quantitative and 

qualitative measures they do not and, in a way, suggest these alternatives primarily were 

constructed with race as the dominant criterion. 

 

III. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW – 1990-2010 REAPPORTIONMENT CYCLES 

The 1990 Cycle1 

 
1 The following draws heavily upon Thysell, Joseph R. Jr. 2002. “Race Gerrymandering in Louisiana.” International 
Social Science Review 77 (No. 3/4): 171-84. 
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 15. Louisiana congressional districts reapportionment in the 1992 Regular Session was 

guided heavily by the belief that two M/M districts had to be created in order to receive VRA 

Sec. 5 preclearance, attempts to gain partisan advantage by the minority Republican Party, the 

political ambition of a leading state senator, and protection of incumbents all in the context of the 

state having its number of seats reduced from eight to seven. 

 16. Entering this cycle, Louisiana had five Democrats and three Republicans in Congress, 

with only one M/M district and one black Democrat elected. The state’s population according to 

the 1990 census was white non-Hispanic single race of 65.78 percent and black non-Hispanic 

single race of 30.60 percent. This meant M/M representation comprised 12.50 percent of the 

whole. 

 17. State and national Republicans, including the Pres. George Bush Administration and 

his DOJ, were supportive of drawing two M/M districts in the state, seeing this as part of a long-

term strategy to elbow out of office white Democrats by concentrating as many black voters as 

possible where two districts could do that better than one, depriving Democratic candidates in 

non-M/M districts of likely Democratic voters. From the perspective of Democratic incumbents, 

two M/M districts were part of a deliberate partisan gerrymander. The DOJ signaled to state 

officials that in the post-Thornburg v. Gingles2 environment, black representation needed 

maximization where possible to satisfy preclearance requirements. 

 18. This believed imperative helped to goad the white Democrats who dominated the 

Legislature to follow along. Without that, the handful of Republicans in the Legislature, even if 

allied with the handful of black Democrats, would not have had the majorities necessary to pass 

such a plan. But with possible refusal by DOJ of preclearance, this provided the impetus to 

 
2 478 U.S. 30 (1986) 
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attempt to enact more than once plans with bizarrely-shaped districts that bore little resemblance 

to historical boundaries, tested the limits of compactness, and rent asunder to a degree far beyond 

the historical norm political subdivisions and communities of interest. 

 19. Also shaping the process was the publicly undisclosed but widely discerned desire of 

the chairman of the Senate and Governmental Affairs Committee Democrat state Sen. Cleo 

Fields to run in a new majority-black district. Having already attempted and failed to win in the 

Republican-leaning Eighth District in 1990, he helped to make it the sacrificial lamb and created 

the Fourth District with favorable demographics that meandered all over the state, from 

Shreveport across the northern part of the state, down the Mississippi River to Baton Rouge, 

emanating into Alexandria as well, while also bulging to the east of Baton Rouge and its west 

side into Lafayette, picking off majority black precincts all the while. Along the way, it divided 

Shreveport, Monroe, Alexandria, Baton Rouge, and Lafayette, knifing its way into four other 

districts at some junctures only a precinct in width, and pushing two other districts to the brink of 

non-contiguity. Below is an image of the original congressional plan for the 1990s: 

Louisiana Legislature’s Original Map for the 1990s Cycle 
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 20. After the Legislature stubbornly continued to draw two M/M districts, so as not to 

endanger preclearance, the series of Hays cases struck down this practice because the state could 

offer no compelling reason to justify the second M/M district. As a result, the federal court ended 

up ordering new districts. A second state attempt went down the Red River and then forked south 

of Natchitoches to Baton Rouge and Lafayette, making something more compact but 

encapsulating the same violations of traditional district-drawing only to a lesser degree as it 

divided four major cities. After a dispute over standing that allowed the first map to stand for the 

next round of elections in 1994, which delayed matters enough to derive further judicial 

guidance through the decision on Miller v. Johnson,3 the court reaffirmed the constitutional 

infirmity of a two M/M district map and imposed its own, effective for the 1996 round of 

elections, which contained as the only M/M district an expanded version of the Second District. 

Louisiana Legislature’s Remedial Map for 1990s Cycle 

 

 

 
3 515 U.S. 900 (1995) 
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Map Enacted by the Hays Court 

 

 21. Notably, the state tried to defend its maps by arguing some traditional 

reapportionment criteria applied, such as continuity of representation. But the courts ruled that 

this desire did not carry sufficient importance to compensate for violation of other criteria, most 

prominently the divisions to political subdivisions and communities of interest. It concluded the 

same concerning the use of race, in that the state couldn’t provide an interest compelling enough 

to vault race above all other criteria. Beyond the court’s declarations on this matter, different 

interests had used race as a bludgeon to create a second M/M district to satisfy their own 

agendas. 

The 2000 Cycle 

 22. Drawing districts for the 2002 elections is best explained as an exercise in continuity 

of representation, to the chagrin of the Louisiana Legislative Black Caucus (LLBC). 

 23. Entering this reapportionment cycle, Louisiana had five Republicans and two 

Democrats in Congress, with only one M/M district and one black Democrat elected. The state’s 
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population according to the 2000 census was white non-Hispanic single race of 62.53 percent 

and black non-Hispanic single race of 32.30 percent. This meant M/M representation comprised 

14.28 percent of the whole. 

 24. During the reapportionment process that culminated in Act 10 of the 2001 Second 

Extraordinary Session, all seven members of the state’s congressional delegation, including 

black Democrat Rep. William Jefferson of the Second District, communicated that they wished 

to see current district lines preserved as much as possible.4 Act 10 represented a high degree of 

continuous representation with 94 percent of residents remaining in their current districts. 

 25. Only members of the LLBC objected in seeking a two M/M district solution. Its 

members argued that having only one amounted to “retrogression” under VRA Sec. 5, since 

there had been two in the 1992 and 1994 election cycles, and basic “fairness” as well should 

create a number of M/M districts as closely proportional to the proportion of black residents as 

possible to achieve “equal” representation. However, neither legislative Democrats nor their state 

party endorsed that view. As it turned out, neither did the DOJ of  Pres. George W. Bush, which 

issued preclearance of the plan on Apr. 1, 2002 despite LLBC objections. 

 26. During the 2001 2nd Extraordinary Session, the LLBC plan was presented through 

Democrat state Rep. Arthur Morrell’s HB 6, which drew another M/M district outside of the 

existing one in New Orleans that enveloped much of northeast Louisiana, followed down the 

Mississippi River to Baton Rouge and then veered towards Lafayette, splitting Monroe, Baton 

Rouge, and Lafayette between districts. By contrast, Act 10 kept all three cities whole, 

maintained only the division of the New Orleans metropolitan area south of Lake Pontchartrain, 

and split few parishes statewide. 

 
4 Naresh, Ragan. 2001. “Louisiana Lawmaker Seeks Lost Ground in Congressional Remap.” Congressional 
Quarterly Daily Monitor (Oct. 3). 
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 27. Although legislators did not expressly articulate criteria for reapportionment in this 

round, they clearly applied an incumbent protection/district continuity standard and a desire to 

keep political subdivisions and communities of interest whole. An image of the districts drawn in 

Act 10 is below:  

Map of Districts in Act 10 

 

The 2010 Cycle 

 28. Combining the continuity of representation present in the 2000 cycle with the 

imperative of seat reduction from the 1990 cycle, the 2010 cycle almost entirely bypassed the 

discussion that dominated the 1990 cycle of adding an M/M seat. 

 29. Entering this reapportionment cycle, Louisiana had six Republicans and one 

Democrat in Congress, with only one M/M district and one black Democrat elected. The state’s 

population according to the 2010 census was white non-Hispanic single race of 60.33 percent 

and black non-Hispanic single race of 31.82 percent (lower and more dispersed because of the 

impact of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005). This meant M/M representation comprised 

14.28 percent of the whole. 
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 30. But because of relative population loss to other states (even if about 65,000 higher in 

absolute numbers), Louisiana stood to lose a seat. Clearly contraction would cost a white 

majority district, all of which under the existing arrangement favored a Republican, since the 

M/M district not only would have to survive but also to expand because of the relatively large 

concentration of black residents in southeast Louisiana. This kind of plan effectively raised the 

proportion of M/M districts to 16.67 percent of the whole. 

 31. No fewer than 14 such plans were offered, almost all of which made freshman Third 

District Republican Rep. Jeff Landry the odd man out by putting him and Seventh District 

Republican Rep. Charles Boustany in the same district that geographically encompassed more of 

the Seventh. This change also pushed the majority of the old Third into the First and Sixth 

Districts, leaving the new Third running essentially along southwest Louisiana into Acadiana. 

These plans allowed survival of the Second District as M/M by extending it up the Mississippi 

River encompassing much of the River Parishes and into East and West Baton Rouge Parishes. 

 32. What to do north of this area consumed most of the 2011 First Extraordinary Session. 

The main arguments focused on whether to have north-south districts running parallel to each 

other that largely mirrored the current districts except extending more to south Louisiana or to 

create east-west districts running parallel. Demographics among them differed slightly, but the 

eventual adopted plan, Act 2, produced two northern districts of a roughly two-to-one white-

black voting age population. It split only the New Orleans and Baton Rouge metropolitan areas 

and extended the Fifth District around into the Florida Parishes, thereby creating the largest 

congressional district by land area in the country in a state with multiple districts. 

 33. By contrast, a plan offered by House and Governmental Affairs Committee chairman 

Democrat state Rep. Rick Gallot, HB 3, would have created a northern-most district of 54 
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percent white and 42 percent black, which perhaps not coincidentally contained his residence. 

Gallot, himself black, repeatedly stressed that drawing two M/M districts he believed would 

require unconstitutional gerrymandering,5 so a swing district of sorts provided the best 

opportunity legally for blacks to maximize their ability to obtain representation. Gallot offered 

another plan, HB 4, that kept the same north Louisiana boundaries, but, unlike in HB 3, curtailed 

the Fourth District’s southern reaches into the Florida Parishes and instead extended the Fourth 

into Acadiana. 

 34. Gallot argued that the key metric to avoid a determination by DOJ of retrogression 

would be that any M/M district have at least 60 percent black population. To this, a couple of 

prominent demographers, Greg Rigamer of New Orleans and Elliott Stonecipher of Shreveport, 

agreed.6 Thus, any plan that featured a district below that marker was suspect. 

 35. Besides jurisprudential factors, in comparing maps’ adherence to reapportionment 

criteria for this cycle the Legislature used formal guidelines fashioned by Gallot’s committee and 

a similar set from the Senate and Governmental Affairs Committee, whose chairman Republican 

state Sen. Bob Kostelka offered SB 2. This plan had the formal backing of Republican Gov. 

Bobby Jindal and of all the state’s GOP congressional delegation save Landry and varied only 

slightly with the eventual Act 2. 

 36. The House panel’s version established, among other principles, that “All redistricting 

plans shall respect the recognized political boundaries and natural geography of this state, to the 

extent practicable” and counseled “to minimize voter confusion, due consideration shall be given 

 
5 Barrow, Bill. 2011. “Remap could change how race influences politics in Louisiana; Priority in redistricting is 
compliance with law.” New Orleans Times-Picayune, Mar. 20: A1 
6 Ballard, Mark. 2011. “The Worst of Both Worlds?” Baton Rouge Advocate, Mar. 20: B07. 
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to traditional district alignments.”7 The Senate panel’s version almost was identical, except it 

didn’t contain the phrase “to minimize voter confusion.”8 

 37. Other provisions in both — such as near zero-tolerance equiproportional populations 

by district, use of contiguous geography in these, and pledges of minority protections as 

jurisprudentially defined by the Constitution and statute — articulated the implicit principles 

used in the 2000 cycle and echoed the landscape of reapportionment in the American states.9 

 38. Only one dissenter surfaced. Backed by the LLBC10, no party state Rep. Michael 

Jackson introduced HB 42 to create two M/M districts. That second such district under his plan, 

the Fifth, began in the northeast and traveled through the east central part of the state before 

filtering out to Baton Rouge and the western Florida Parishes. Instead of sending the Second 

District into Baton Rouge, it was sent due west into Lafayette, which with the Fifth, foisted a 

pincher movement on a finger of the majority white Third District emanating from the southeast. 

Thus, the Second bisected the New Orleans area and Lafayette, while the Fifth split Monroe, 

Alexandria, and Baton Rouge, creating in the latter a district with 55 percent black majority. 

 39. By the now-formally adopted principles, Rep. Jackson’s map clearly respected neither 

recognized political boundaries nor traditional district alignments. Besides the substantial 

alterations to the Second and Fifth, the Sixth District retained little of its existing territory, and 

 
7 Louisiana Legislature. House of Representatives. 2011. Committee on House and Governmental Affairs Committee 
Rules for Redistricting. 2011 First Extraordinary Sess., Jan. 19. 
https://house.louisiana.gov/h_redistricting2011/2011_H&GA_REAPP%20RULES_ADOPTED.pdf. 
8 Louisiana Legislature. Senate. 2011. Committee on Senate and Governmental Affairs Committee Rules for 
Redistricting. 2011 First Extraordinary Sess., Feb. 16. 
https://senate.legis.state.la.us/reDist2011/Documents/rules.pdf. 
9 Eckman, Sarah J. “Congressional Redistricting Criteria and Considerations,” Congressional Research Service 
Insight #11618 version 3. https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/IN/IN11618 (Nov. 15, 2021). 
10 Anderson, Ed. 2011. “Bill creates a second minority district; It also would realign the other five. New Orleans 
Times-Picayune, Mar. 31:A02. 
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the other three saw substantial minorities of their existing land areas dispatched elsewhere. And 

obviously it did not meet Gallot’s criterion. 

 40. Gallot’s two maps, HB3 and HB4, fared better according to the principles. Their 

alignments split only Monroe and Natchitoches, besides the Baton Rouge and New Orleans 

areas, although HB 4 carved up the Capitol Area across four districts. 

 41. Yet the Senate – which recently had come under Republican control by virtue of 

several Democrats switching party affiliation – bucked the plan preferred by Jindal in favor of 

SB 3 by Democrat state Sen. Lydia Jackson. It followed Gallot’s criterion with a 40 percent 

black population for the Fourth District running across the northern part of the state. However, in 

the process it put Shreveport exurbs into the same district as Lake Charles and Lafayette. 

Another district strung together Alexandria, Houma, and the New Orleans exurbs, although in 

the process separating Lafayette from nearby Opelousas and the east bank of the Red River from 

Alexandria’s suburbs. As with all other plans splitting the New Orleans and Baton Rouge 

districts, it arguably adhered at least as well to the reapportionment principles. 

 42. Practically speaking, Sen. Jackson’s bill separated Boustany and Landry but threw the 

Fourth District’s Republican Rep. John Fleming together with the Fifth District’s Republican 

Rep. Rodney Alexander. Sen. Jackson also resided in that proposed district. With unanimous 

support from black Democrats, white Democrats, and most of the white ex-Democrats, the 

Senate passed SB 3.11 

 43. However, spurred by the threat of a Jindal veto, Gallot’s committee narrowly derailed 

that effort.12 With his preferred SB 2 apparently locked up in the Senate, Jindal at first called on 

 
11 Louisiana Legislature. Senate. 2011. Daily Journal, First Extraordinary Sess. (Apr. 5): 244. 
12 Tilove, Jonathan. 2011. “Remap strains state GOP unity; Support for proposal cast as betrayal.” New Orleans 
Times-Picayune, Apr. 8: A01. 
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delaying congressional reapportionment until 201213 – when after state elections in the fall 

Republicans were expected to (and ultimately did) expand their narrow legislative majorities. 

But eventually Jindal swung his support to the similar bill HB 6 that became Act 2 (after 

representatives undid Senate changes that had put HB 6 in the same posture as SB 3, making for 

a second rescue of the bill since before heading to the Senate previously it already had survived 

an attempt to put it into the same posture as HB 42) with legislative leaders pleading to members 

that otherwise no congressional reapportionment bill this year would become law.14 

 44. Jindal signed HB 6 and, as in 2001, the LLBC protested to DOJ. On Aug. 1, 2011 

DOJ confirmed preclearance of Act 2. An image of this plan is below:  

 

 

 

 

Map of Districts in Act 2  

 
13 Barrow, Bill, 2011. “Jindal, congressmen call for delay of remap; Tensions over decisions mount.” New Orleans 
Times-Picayune, Apr. 10: A01. 
14 Hasten, Mike. 2011. “Louisiana Legislature OKs congressional redistricting plan, sends to Jindal.” Alexandria 
Town Talk, Apr. 14. 
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Conclusions on the 1990-2010 Reapportionment Cycles 

 45. From 1990 to 2010, the state’s black population changed little proportionally, while 

actually the proportion of M/M districts of the whole increased due to reduction in the number of 

districts. Regardless of this static statewide black population proportion, claims for the necessity 

of having multiple M/M districts varied considerably depending upon the partisan and personal 

interests of the elected officials involved. While the early portion of the 1990 cycle was shaped 

decisively by DOJ insistence on maximizing M/M districts wherever possible, making policy-

makers focus on race as the dominant criterion and using that for their own personal and partisan 

purposes, the post-Shaw environment that negated this interpretation saw dissension break out 

among black political elites in maintaining the necessity of two M/M districts. In 2000, the 

state’s leading black elected official, a member of Congress, said he wanted a plan with only his 

single M/M district. In 2010, two influential black legislators attempted – and succeeded 

temporarily in one chamber on multiple occasions – passage of a plan deliberately designed to 

create a swing district instead of a second M/M district because they believed the latter could not 
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be drawn in a constitutional fashion due to that district not having at least 60 percent black 

population. 

 46. Throughout, because of Louisiana’s demography that packs black residents mainly in 

its largest cities separated from 50 to 250 miles from each other and in corridors along the 

Mississippi River, between New Orleans and Baton Rouge and to a lesser extent northward, 

multiple M/M districts proposed were injurious to traditional reapportionment principles — most 

prominently preserving political subdivisions and existing boundaries — that by the 2010 cycle 

became codified. In each circumstance, race stood out as the only plausible explanation for why 

these districts took on the shapes they did – even, in a less intensive way, in the drawing of the 

2010 swing districts. By contrast, the single M/M plans enacted minimized this disruption, 

limited only to division of the New Orleans and Baton Rouge metropolitan areas in an effort to 

create the sole M/M district. 

 47. Additionally, no offsetting reasons or compelling state interest existed to justify the 

greater disruption of reapportionment principles featured in multiple M/M plans. The 1990 cycle 

ended with court intervention to produce a single M/M district, born of the principle that to 

produce a map with two M/M districts gave race undue prominence as a reapportionment factor. 

This  deliberate discrimination made other explanations for its boundaries appear as 

disingenuous rationalizations, such as trying to achieve partisan goals, fulfill incumbent wishes, 

cater to alleged commonality of socioeconomic interests, represent a mythical commonality of 

interest of people living on the same river, or recreate a district designed to reelect a 

congressman dead nearly a decade.15 Shorn of those rationalizations, the nullified districts 

clearly segregated by race “could not be justified without strong evidence as to the lingering 

 
15 Thyssen, pp. 177-79. 
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effects of past discrimination or continuing legal prejudice in voting laws and procedures, 

coupled with specific remedies ….”16 The evidence that wasn’t present in the 1990 cycle was 

just as absent for the 2000 and 2010 cycles, which again supplied insufficient justification to 

draw maps with another M/M district to the exclusion of the single M/M maps ultimately 

preferred by the majoritarian branches. 

 

IV. 2020 CYCLE 

 48. Entering this cycle with five Republicans and one Democrat elected and one M/M 

district, 2020 Census data revealed little had changed from the previous decades: white non-

Hispanic single race population was 55.75 percent; black non-Hispanic single race was 31.18 

percent. This meant M/M representation remained 16.67 percent. 

 49. Thus, over the 1990-2020 period black non-Hispanic single race population had 

increased in proportion to the entire population only 0.58 points and actually had declined 1.12 

points since 2000. Over the same period, among the state’s districts the proportion of M/M 

districts had risen from 14.28 percent to 16.67 percent. 

 50. For the 2020 cycle, the Louisiana Legislature in its 2021 Regular Session passed 

HCR 90 that became Joint Rule 21. This restated and made formal the principles followed in 

2011. Besides requiring that “plans shall respect the established boundaries of parishes, 

municipalities, and other political subdivisions and natural geography of this state to the extent 

practicable,” it also added “this criterion is subordinate to and shall not be used to undermine the 

maintenance of communities of interest within the same district to the extent practicable.”17 In 

effect, this meant map-drawers would put some weight on continuity of representation for 

 
16 Hays v. State of Louisiana, 862 F.Supp. 124 (1994). 
17 Louisiana Legislature. Joint Rules, JRULE 21. https://legis.la.gov/Legis/Law.aspx?d=1238755 
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communities of interest within existing districts formed over time because they traditionally had 

been represented in the same district. This would serve as a corollary to preferring to draw 

boundaries along existing lines, or as closely as possible to that.   

 51. The session, the 1st Extraordinary Session of 2022, following the familiar path this 

century, saw the passage of two identical congressional reapportionment plans that contained a 

single M/M district while rejecting several others that drew multiple such districts. Besides the 

novelty of having two identical plans sent to Democrat Gov. John Bel Edwards, the chief 

executive provided his own twist by vetoing both of them. That led to a historic veto session 

featuring the first-ever veto override in such a session of one of the bills, becoming Act 5 on 

Mar. 31, 2022. Almost immediately after, the plaintiffs sued. 

 52. Act 5 emulated in large part Act 2 of the 2011 1st ES, just as Act 10 of the 2001 2nd 

ES had copied fairly faithfully the 1996 court redraw. To accommodate population loss in the 

north relative to the south, some Florida Parishes previously split had their southern portions 

rolled into the Fifth District to become whole, and St. Martin Parish, which is geographically 

split into northern and southern portions by Iberia Parish, saw its southern part ceded from the 

Third District to the First District. St. Landry Parish also found itself split, with its eastern half 

moved from the Fourth District to the Fifth. A copy of the Act 5 map is below: 
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Map of Districts in Act 5 

 

 53. This fairly high degree of continuity thus largely replicated existing divisions of 

political subdivisions. Of the state’s nine Census Bureau-defined Metropolitan Statistical Areas 

(MSAs) in the state – New Orleans-Metairie-Kenner, Baton Rouge, Lafayette, Shreveport-

Bossier City, Houma-Bayou Cane-Thibodaux, Lake Charles, Monroe, Alexandria, and 

Hammond – five featured split parishes: New Orleans MSA among the First, Second, and Sixth 

Districts; Baton Rouge MSA between the Second and Sixth; Lafayette MSA between the Third 

and Sixth; Houma MSA between the First and Sixth, and Hammond MSA between the First and 

Sixth. In all, this created 11 split segments, and four MSAs kept whole parishes. The splits 

largely came as a consequence of drawing the M/M district and its ripple effects on others. 
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V. COMPARISONS WITH PLAINTIFFS’ PLANS 

 54. Plaintiffs present three18 illustrative plans that create two very narrow black majority 

population M/M districts. While they allege these maps do as well as, or slightly better than, the 

Act 5 map in keeping political subdivisions whole and together communities of interest by using 

some often-employed metrics for sizing up districts in reapportionment, more intuitive statistical 

measures and facial evidence show they do not, and they certainly do great violence to continuity 

of representation. 

 55. Several measures can evaluate to what degree a plan separates political subdivisions 

and communities of interest, which are built around proximate political subdivisions, stemming 

from a Willie Sutton19 conceptualization: the more mapmakers elevate a criterion such as race to 

the forefront in drawing boundaries, the more the process disturbs the boundary integrity of the 

largest population centers, because that’s where the people are to redistribute. Thus, measures to 

detect this must concentrate on how a map treats parishes within MSAs and the largest parishes 

statewide within those MSAs. 

 56. One way is to determine how many people are affected by splits among districts with 

a parish in an MSA. In a district where no parishes within an MSA are split with another district, 

that number would be zero indicating perfect integrity in preserving subdivisions and 

communities. The higher the raw number, the less fidelity is paid to keeping these whole. 

 57. Another indicator is assessing in a plan how many MSAs feature parish splits and to 

how many districts. For a map with perfect integrity, no parish within an MSA would be split 

 
18 There are actually four, but the sole Fairfax plan is so close to that of Illustrative Plan 1 of Cooper that for the 
purposes of this exposition and due to the limited time to prepare this report it will be treated as producing the same 
results. 
19 Although he denied actually ever saying it, infamous bank robber Willie Sutton supposedly answered a reporter, 
when asked why he robbed banks, with “Because that’s where the money is.” (https://www.fbi.gov/history/famous-
cases/willie-sutton) 
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among districts. The more splits that occur, the less fidelity there is to keeping subdivisions and 

communities together. Making the measure more robust is detailing how many MSA parishes are 

split how many ways, where the more extra-fragmented MSAs exist in a plan, the less faithfully 

the plan protects subdivisions and communities. 

 58. Concentrating on the largest MSA parishes, greater protection of subdivisions and 

communities would occur where the fewest such parishes are split among districts, So, the more 

such parishes split, the less such protection a plan provides. 

 59. Data to evaluate Act 5 on these metrics, using voting-age population data, exists in its 

enrolled version, while plaintiffs provide such statistics for their Illustrative Plan 1 (IP1), 

Illustrative Plan 2 (IP2), and Illustrative Plan 3 (IP3). Table 1 presents for each MSA by district 

the number of people residing in a split parish in that MSA assigned to that district, for each of 

Act 5, IP1, IP2, and IP3. 

Table 1: 

MSA Split Parishes by Population in District, by Plan 

Plan MSA20 CD1 CD2 CD3 CD4 CD5 CD6 ALL 
Act 5 NOMK 235717 466247    20930  
 BR  113181    379000  
 L   38250   1154  
 SBC        
 HBCT 84348     72276  
 LC        
 M        
 A        
 H 30157    71334   
 Totals 349772 579428 38250 0 71334 473860 1513094 

         
IP1 NOMK 309702 435241    108135  
 BR  35960   169497 242382  

 
20 NOMK = New Orleans-Metairie-Kenner (7 parishes); BR = Baton Rouge (9); L = Lafayette (5); SBC = 
Shreveport-Bossier City (3); HBCT = Houma-Bayou Cane-Thibodaux (2); LC = Lake Charles (2); M = Monroe (2); 
A = Alexandria (2); H = Hammond (1). Altogether these include over half of the state’s parishes. 
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 L 27871  159943  48852   
 SBC        
 HBCT        
 LC        
 M    49519 70681   
 A    37318 61474   
 H        
 Totals 337573 471201 159943 86837 350504 350517 1756575 

         
IP2 NOMK 392327 438390    61092  
 BR  7283   158183 282103  
 L  32249 151626     
 SBC        
 HBCT        
 LC        
 M    55388 64812   
 A    59346 39446   
 H        
 Totals 392327 477922 151626 114734 262441 343195 1742245 

         
IP3 NOMK 263525 435241    154312  
 BR  35960   151830 260049  
 L 36287  146837  53542   
 SBC        
 HBCT        
 LC        
 M    61294 58906   
 A   56904  41888   
 H     61154 40337  
 Totals 299812 471201 203741 61294 367320 454698 1858066 

 

 60. Act 5 has the fewest total people affected by parishes within an MSA that are split 

among districts, while IP1 has 16 percent more, IP2 15 percent more, and IP3 23 percent more. 

Thus, Act 5 does the best job in keeping together subdivisions and communities. 

 61. Table 2 is derived from Table 1. It shows figures for the number of MSAs with split 

parishes and the kinds of splits. The most any MSA with split parishes was divided into was 

three districts, so accordingly it presents the number of MSA parish splits into three, two, and 
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zero districts, as well as the total number of splits endured (computable from divisions by 

multiplying the number of MSA splits by how many ways for each, then summing). 

Table 2: 

MSAs by Number of District Divisions Splitting Parishes, and Total Plan Splits 

Plan Three Two Zero Splits 
Act 5 1 4 4 11 
IP1 3 2 4 13 
IP2 2 3 4 12 
IP3 3 3 3 15 

 

    
     

62. While two plans kept four MSAs from having any of their parishes split among 

districts, Act 5 only allowed one three-way split (see previous discussion) while the plaintiffs’ 

plans engineered more and with IP3 having one fewer zero split MSA and IP1 having the only 

MSA split four ways.. Again, having MSAs with fewer parish splits and across fewer districts 

signals better ability to protect subdivisions and communities of interest. 

 63. Table 3 provides details about whether the state’s 14 largest parishes according to the 

2020 Census – those with at least 100,000 residents that in total comprise about two-thirds of the 

state’s population – are split among districts, by plan. 

Table 3: 

District Splits in a Parish for 100,000+ Population, by Plan 

Parish Act 5 IP1 IP2 IP3 
East Baton Rouge 2 2 2 2 
Jefferson 2 2 2 2 
Orleans 2 2 2 2 
St. Tammany 0 2 2 2 
Lafayette 0 2 2 2 
Caddo 0 0 0 0 
Calcasieu 0 0 0 0 
Ouachita 0 2 2 2 
Livingston 0 0 0 0 
Tangipahoa 2 0 0 2 
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Rapides 0 2 2 2 
Bossier 0 0 0 0 
Ascension 2 2 2 2 
Terrebonne 2 0 0 0 
Totals 12 16 16 18 

 

 64. Again, Act 5 injures the fewest large parishes, splitting only six (no parish was split 

into more than two districts in any plan). By contrast, IP1 and IP2 split eight, and IP3 divided 

nine. 

 65. A final indicator of whether a plan divides subdivisions and communities can come 

from distances between the central cities of the nine MSAs. A map whose districts carve these up 

to a greater degree will split the parishes of more central cities among its districts. Thus, if a 

hypothetical driver goes to each district on a mission to drive from each central city that has at 

least part of its parish in the district to every other, creating n(n-1)/2 treks where n equals the 

number of central cities with at least part of its parish in a district, the sum of these indicates how 

spread out the district is and makes for a propinquity argument: the farther apart distinct larger 

population centers of a district are, the less likely they are to share a community of interests. 

Therefore, the higher the sum, the less the districts adhere to preserving communities, and also 

likely indicate greater division of subdivisions and interests. 

 66. Tables 4 through 7 present the mileage for trips required by the districts in each plan 

and the total of these for the plan (to reduce confusion, these are reported in the two cells 

representing the poles of the trip even as it is only one journey, although if two districts require 

the same trip, then the figure is doubled, and so on; and because these are double-reported, for 

exposition’s sake the total is divided by half). An empty row or column indicates that central city 

was not in a district with any other central city. 
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Table 4: 

Miles Traveled21 between All Central Cities in Districts under Act 5 

Central city NO BR S L LC M A Houma Hammond Total/2 
New Orleans  81      58 58  
Baton Rouge 81       85   
Shreveport           
Lafayette     75      
Lake 
Charles    75       
Monroe       97  208  
Alexandria      97   156  
Houma 58 85       86  
Hammond 58     208 156 86   
          904 

 

Table 5: 

Miles Traveled between All Central Cities in Districts under IP1 

Central city NO BR S L LC M A Houma Hammond Total/2 
New Orleans        58   
Baton Rouge    59  187 128  45  
Shreveport      100 125    
Lafayette  59   75 184 89    
Lake Charles    75       
Monroe  187 100 184   194    
Alexandria  128 125 89  194     
Houma 58          
Hammond  45         
          1244 

 

 

 

 

 

 
21 Computed at https://mileagemath.com/distance/louisiana and Google Maps. 

https://mileagemath.com/distance/louisiana
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Table 6: 

Miles Traveled between All Central Cities in Districts under IP2 

Central city NO BR S L LC M A Houma Hammond Total/2 
New Orleans    135    58   
Baton Rouge      187 128  45  
Shreveport      100 125    
Lafayette 135    75      
Lake Charles    75       
Monroe  187 100    194    
Alexandria  128 125   194     
Houma 58          
Hammond  45         
          1047 

 

Table 7: 

Miles Traveled between All Central Cities in Districts under IP3 

Central city NO BR S L LC M A Houma Hammond Total/2 
New Orleans        58   
Baton Rouge    59  187 128  90  
Shreveport      100     
Lafayette  59   75 184 178  101  
Lake Charles    75   99    
Monroe  187 100 184   97  208  
Alexandria  128  178 99 97   156  
Houma 58          
Hammond  90  101  208 156    
          1720 

 

 67. As Table 4 makes obvious, Act 5 requires by far the least amount of driving miles. 

Going from central city to central city within each district of each plan would require only 904 

miles, or 73 percent of the distance for IP1, 86 percent of the distance for IP2, and 53 percent of 

the distance for IP3, which at 1,720 miles is about the same amount of driving to get from New 

Orleans to Las Vegas, throwing in cruising the Strip a time or two. 
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 68. Finally, on their faces the three illustrative plans pose problems, particularly with the 

additional M/M district outside of the New Orleans area termed the Fifth District. IP1 

(reproduced below) grabs at Baton Rouge, Monroe, Alexandria, and Lafayette in a never-before-

seen combination (Fifth), marries part of Baton Rouge to Hammond and half of St. Tammany 

(Sixth) while the other half finds itself part of a district (First) that wraps around south of New 

Orleans (only picking up New Orleans East and a bare sliver of the Orleans/Jefferson lakefront) 

that steams through bayou country to within a stone’s throw of Lafayette, in the process trapping 

another district (Second) with the rest of Orleans and Jefferson tied to the River Parishes that 

separates West and East Baton Rouge – all novel combinations. 

 

 69. IP2 (reproduced below) similarly scoops from Monroe, Alexandria and Baton Rouge 

and hurls itself across the northern border of the state, stopping only within a couple of dozen 
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miles from the southern border of Bossier City (Fifth). It creates another shotgun marriage of 

Baton Rouge and St. Tammany (Sixth) but at least in the wraparound district (First) with the rest 

of St. Tammany (and a somewhat bigger chunk of Jefferson) stops before Acadiana. Instead, the 

River Parishes district (Two) heads more westerly to let the Baton Rouge parishes to unite, but at 

the cost of capturing much of Lafayette and otherwise separating it from its suburbs, somehow 

uniting New Orleans’ Little Woods neighborhood ragged beach on the shores of Lake 

Pontchartrain with the Atchafalaya River basin and its swamps, and connecting New Orleans 

jazz with Breaux Bridge zydeco – often conflated in movies, but never before in congressional 

representation. 

 

 70. Perhaps the most audacious of all, IP3 (reproduced below) features the same strange 

bedfellows of Baton Rouge and St. Tammany (Sixth) and River Parishes tied to most of Orleans 

and Jefferson while keeping West and East Baton Rouge apart (Second), but then shoots for 
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topping the 1993-97 Fourth District’s orgy of slicing and dicing by finding a way to stitch 

together Macon Ridge, the central hills, Cajun country, the strawberries of the Florida Parishes, 

and supposed Capitol Area sophistication by ingesting parts of Monroe, Alexandria, Lafayette, 

Baton Rouge, and Hammond that might cause its congressman when rambling around this 

district to become the first in history to rack up frequent flier miles to travel among all of its 

central cities (Fifth). 

 

 71. Using refined mathematical measurements, plaintiffs may assert their maps don’t 

seem unusual and perform even better on those metrics than Act 5, leading them to claim they 

fulfill better criteria such as protecting subdivisions and interests. But these induce a kind of 

ecological fallacy; not all subdivision splits are created equally. Compared to Act 5, their plans 

aggressively dissect most of the state’s largest central cities and metropolitan areas and then, in a 

manner admonished against in Miller v. Johnson, sew the remains into a patchwork of 
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communities hundreds of miles apart and metaphorically millions of miles separated from each 

other in all of social, cultural, and economic terms. 

 72. More intuitive statistical measures and tests capture how plaintiffs’ plans, compared 

to Act 5, create districts more dismissive of traditional boundaries, continuity of representation, 

and of maintaining community interests in their zeal to divide large such communities so as to tie 

their separate parts to the separated parts of other such communities rendered the same way, a 

perception reinforced by observing the maps that create unions and divisions not witnessed for a 

quarter century by a strategy later deemed unconstitutional. Their end products appear 

understandable only through the lens of race, as the product of a search party combing the state 

for people of particular races and bringing some together while fencing others off to achieve a 

certain demographic end. 


